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Zonotopes, Dicings, and Voronoi’s Conjecture on Parallelohedra
R. M. ERDAHL
In 1909, Voronoi conjectured that if some selection of translates of a polytope forms a facet-to-facet
tiling of euclidean space, then the polytope is affinely equivalent to the Voronoi polytope for a lattice.
He referred to polytopes with this tiling property as parallelohedra, but they are now frequently called
parallelotopes. I show that Voronoi’s conjecture holds for the special case where the parallelotope is a
zonotope. I also show that the Voronoi polytope for a lattice is a zonotope if and only if the Delaunay
tiling for the lattice is a dicing (defined at the beginning of Section 3).
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Towards the end of his life, Georges Voronoi wrote two famous geometric memoirs on
nouvelles applications des parame`tres continus a` la the´orie des formes quadratiques [23,
24]. Works of great genius, they were written under difficult circumstances while his health
was failing. In his Deuxie`me Me´moire sur les paralle´loe`dres primitifs [24] he considered
polytopes with the property that a facet-to-facet tiling can be formed from a selection of
translates. He referred to these as parallelohedra to emphasize that each tile is a parallel
translate of the original. Thus, a parallelohedron is a polytope that admits a facet-to-facet tiling
of euclidean space by translates, a ‘space filler’. Voronoi asked the fundamental question: ‘Is
an arbitrary parallelohedron affinely equivalent to the Dirichlet domain for some lattice?’
The term Dirichlet domain, which was then current, is now frequently replaced by Voronoi
polytope due to the penetrating investigation of these polytopes reported in [23, 24]. The
Voronoi polytope at a point  of a lattice is the set of points which are at least as close to
 as to any other lattice point. Any two Voronoi polytopes are related by a lattice translate,
and the entire collection forms a facet-to-facet tiling. This metrical construction produces
parallohedra and, if the answer to Voronoi’s question is positive, generates all possible species
up to affine equivalence. Voronoi felt this was the case, so his question is usually formulated
as a conjecture and referred to as Voronoi’s conjecture on parallelohedra. In its most general
form this conjecture remains unresolved.
Using an ingenious construction, Voronoi was able to give a positive answer to his question
in the case where the parallelohedron is primitive. These generate primitive tilings where the
star of each vertex contains the minimal possible number of tiles, precisely dC1, where d is the
dimension of the space [24], Premie`re partie, p. 273. Primitive parallelohedra are the generic
class, for under small perturbations the combinatorial structure of the tilings they generate
remains fixed. It was through his investigation of primitive parallelohedra that Voronoi was
led to his geometric theory of lattice types, introduced in the Seconde partie of his Deuxie`me
Me´moire. Voronoi died at the height of his career in 1908 at the age of 40. This was before
he had submitted the well-known Seconde partie for publication. The draft of Domaines de
formes quadratiques correspondant aux diffe´rents types de paralle´loe`dres primitifs was edited
by H. Minkowski, then published posthumously in 1909. With the Deuxie`me Me´moire, the
number of Voronoi’s published papers was brought to twelve.
There are two main results reported in this paper, the first being the following theorem which
settles Voronoi’s conjecture for the case of zonotopes.
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THEOREM 1.1. Any zonotope which admits a facet-to-facet tiling of Ed by translates is
affinely equivalent to the Voronoi polytope for a lattice.
A zonotope is a polytope inEd which is either a parallelepiped, or the image under an orthogonal
projection of a parallelepiped in a higher-dimensional space. If the zonotope is centered at the
origin it is conveniently described as the convex hull of the 2r points
1
2
.1z1 C 2z2 C    C r zr /;
where r  d,  D T1; 2; : : : ; r U is a (1/-vector, and where the vectors zi 2 Ed are the
zone vectors. If r D d, these points are the vertices of a parallelepiped with edge vectors
zi ; i D 1; : : : ; d. If r > d, the vectors zi should be interpreted as the images of the edge
vectors of a parallelepiped in Er . Zonotopes are centrally symmetric, and have centrally
symmetric facets, two properties also held by parallelohedra and Voronoi polytopes.
Essential to the proof is the theory of dicings, a natural generalization of a construction
used by Gauss when he introduced the notion of lattice in his 1831 commentary on the work
of Seeber on ternary quadratic forms [8]. By taking d independent families of equi-spaced
hyperplanes, Ed is partitioned into parallelepipeds, all translationally equivalent. The vertices
form a d-dimensional lattice 3, and the edge vectors a fundamental basis for this lattice. The
1824 and 1831 papers of Seeber [18, 19], along with the commentary of Gauss [8], mark the
first appearance of lattices in a mathematical argument. A dicing generalizes this construction
by allowing more than d infinite families of parallel hyperplanes, but sufficient regularity is
imposed so that the vertices still form a lattice. The d-cells of such hyperplane arrangements
are polytopes, and usually include a variety of species belonging to distinct translation classes.
A formal definition for a dicing can be found at the beginning of Section 3; for a complete
discussion of the theory of dicings see [4–7].
The second main result characterizes those lattices where the Voronoi polytope is a zonotope
in terms of their Delaunay tilings.
THEOREM 1.2. The Voronoi polytope of a lattice is a zonotope if and only if the Delaunay
tiling is a dicing.
Delaunay tilings, the tilings that are dual to Voronoi tilings, are briefly described in Sections 2
and 4.
Another starting point for this paper is the work of Venkov [22] on parallelohedra. In 1897,
Minkowski [15] was able to show that for a polytope to admit a facet-to-facet tiling by trans-
lates it must be centrally symmetric with centrally symmetric facets, two of the distinguishing
properties of lattice Voronoi polytopes. The accomplishment of Venkov was to give a char-
acterization of parallelohedra by adding the condition that the image under every orthogonal
projection along a .d − 2/-face be either a parallelogram or a centrally symmetric hexagon.
Since these convex polygons are the only ones that admit edge-to-edge translation tilings of
the plane, this characterization can be rephrased as: a polytope has the tiling property, and thus
is a parallelohedron if and only if it is centrally symmetric with centrally symmetric facets,
and the image under every orthogonal projection along a .d − 2/-face has the tiling property.
Without knowledge of the work of Venkov, and at a somewhat later time, McMullen [13]
reproduced these results and published an excellent account of the issues involved.
In fact, the setting for the work of Venkov and McMullen is more general than has been
indicated. Following Minkowski they considered the question of when a convex body K can
tile space by translations, and did not require that the tiling satisfy any subsidiary conditions
such as being facet-to-facet, or even that K be a polytope. They discovered that the following
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conditions are necessary and sufficient: (1) K must be a polytope; (2) K must be centrally
symmetric, and have centrally symmetric facets; (3) the images of K under every orthogonal
projection along .d−2/-faces are either parallelograms or centrally symmetric hexagons. They
showed that these three conditions ensure that K will admit a facet-to-facet tiling, but may also
admit more general tilings of Ed . This is illustrated by the parallelogram which admits edge-
to-edge tilings of the plane, as well as a variety of other tilings which are not edge-to-edge.
Because of these results the statements of some theorems in this paper could be strengthened
by deleting the condition that the tiling be facet-to-facet (for example, Theorem 1.1). However,
facet-to-facet tiling is more natural, and is the type of tiling that Voronoi incorporated into his
notion of parallelohedron.
Other extensions of the work of Voronoi on parallelohedra have been provided by Delaunay
[2, 3] who proved Voronoi’s conjecture in complete generality for the cases d  4, and by
Zhitomirski [25] who settled the conjecture for the case where the tiling is .d − 2/-primitive,
so that the star of each .d − 2/-face contains exactly three tiles. In addition, Michel et al.
[14] recently considered whether the affine transformation that maps a parallelohedron onto
a Voronoi polytope is unique, and were able to show that in the primitive case, and in a few
other cases, these mappings are uniquely determined up to an orthogonal transformation and
scale factor.
Voronoi’s proof in the case of primitive tilings involved the construction of a convex, piece-
wise linear surface in EdC1 which he called the Generatrissa. This, and similar constructions,
have proved useful in computational geometry, and there is now a vast amount of literature
that relates to them. For an interesting new perspective see the recent work of Ryshkov and
Rybnikov [16, 17].
All Voronoi polytopes for three-dimensional lattices are zonotopes, and this has motivated
earlier work on zonotopes that have the tiling property. In Space Tiling Zonotopes, McMullen
[12] was able to give several characterizations of when a zonotope has the tiling property, and
there is some overlap between the results reported in this paper and the material in Section 5
below. Some other relevant references on zonotopes are [1, 11, 20, 21].
2. TILING THE PLANE
An appropriate selection of translates of a parallelogram or a centrally symmetric hexagon
yields an edge-to-edge tiling of the plane. That no other convex polygon admits such a tiling
can be seen as follows. We first note that such a convex polygon must be centrally symmetric,
so the dihedral angles come in pairs with opposites equal. If the total number is 2m, then the first
m angles encountered by proceeding counterclockwise along the perimeter satisfy the sum rule
1C2C  Cm D .m−1/ ; the remaining m dihedral angles are opposites, so satisfy the same
sum rule. Consider a vertex of the proposed tiling where there is a tile attached by the vertex
with dihedral angle 1. Starting with this tile, and proceeding in a clockwise direction around the
vertex, at least m tiles, and m dihedral angles are encountered, the order being 1; 2; : : : ; m .
In order for the tiles to fit around the vertex, the inequality 1 C 2 C    C m  2 must
be satisfied. It follows from the sum rule that the only possible values for m are 2 and 3. If
m D 2, then 1 C 2 D  , and each dihedral angle is encountered twice in the circuit around
the vertex; four parallelograms fit around the vertex. If m D 3, then 1 C 2 C 3 D 2 , each
dihedral angle is encountered only once, and three hexagons fit around the vertex.
Both the parallelogram and centrally symmetric hexagon are zonotopes, the hexagon being
the image of a 3-parallelepiped, where two of the vertices are mapped to the interior. The
hexagonal tiling is primitive since the star of each vertex contains three hexagons. Since both
tilings are invariant under translation by center-to-center vectors, the centers form a lattice 3.
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(a) hexagonal tiling
(b) equivalent tiling
(c) Voronoi tiling
FIGURE 1. Three affinely equivalent hexagonal tiling of the plane, with corresponding dual triangular
tilings.
Several portions of hexagonal tilings are shown in Figure 1, along with the associated lattices
formed by the centers of symmetry. By adding lines through the centers of opposite edges
of the hexagon, a second triangular dual tiling is formed. These lines can be grouped into
three infinite families of equi-spaced parallel lines. One line from each family passes through
each vertex of the trangular tiling, so by the definition stated in Section 3 for a dicing, the
triangulation is a dicing. The vertices of the triangulation are the centers of the hexagons and
form the lattice 3, and the vertices of the hexagons are the centroids of the triangles.
These two dual tilings relate as do the Voronoi and Delaunay tilings for a lattice. In fact, the
dual tilings illustrated in Figure 1(c) are the Voronoi and Delaunay tilings for the corresponding
lattice, and have an alternate metrical construction. Each triangle can be circumscribed by an
empty circle, so is a Delaunay triangle for the lattice; the circle is empty because no lattice point
lies in its interior, and the vertices of the triangle are the lattice points lying on the boundary.
The vertices of the hexagons are centers of these empty circles, so each hexagon is that portion
of the plane which is at least as close to the lattice point at its center as to any other lattice point.
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That is, the hexagons are Voronoi hexagons. Consistent with this metrical construction, the
edges of the Voronoi hexagons perpendicularly cross the edges of the Delaunay triangulation.
This construction generalizes to arbitrary dimensions and is called Delaunay’s empty sphere
method for lattices.
That the three tilings appearing in Figure 1 are affinely equivalent can be seen as follows.
Tiling (a) can be mapped to tiling (b) by a shear transformation that maps the hexagonal edge
that crosses the horizontal triangular edge acutely to an edge that crosses perpendicularly.
The other hexagonal edges can be forced to cross triangular edges perpendicularly by a com-
pression along the vertical axis; such a compression will map tiling (b) to tiling (c). By this
argument, an arbitrary hexagonal tiling is affinely equivalent to a Voronoi tiling for a lattice.
Of course, the main purpose of this paper is to establish consistency with Voronoi’s conjecture
by demonstrating such affine equivalences for the general case where the tiles are zonotopes
in Ed .
3. DICINGS AND THEIR REPRESENTATIONS
A family of equi-spaced hyperplanes cuts Ed into slabs of equal thickness. By taking d
such hyperplane families that are independent, Ed is diced into equal parallelepipeds with the
vertices forming a d-dimensional lattice. More generally, a dicing D is an arrangement of
hyperplanes formed by families of equi-spaced parallel hyperplanes that is non-degenerate
and vertex regular where these terms are defined as follows:
D1. Among the families there must be d with linearly independent normal vectors.
D2. Through each vertex of the dicing there is one hyperplane from each family.
The non-degeneracy condition ensures that the cells of a dicing D are polytopes (and therefore
compact); vertex regularity forces the vertex set 3 for a dicing D to be a lattice. This second
statement follows from the ensuing argument. By deleting a single family of hyperplanes
from D a subdicing D1 is formed (as long as the non-degeneracy condition is maintained), the
partition formed by D being a refinement of that formed by D1. By vertex regularity, however,
the vertices of both coincide. Therefore, deletion of all but d independent families results in
a dicing D2 with a vertex set again identical to the original. The cells of D2 are all translates
of a single parallelepiped, and the vertices form a d-dimensional lattice. The vertex set for a
dicing D will be called the dicing lattice and is denoted by3.D/:As a secondary consequence
this argument establishes that the vertex set for any subdicing D0  D coincides with that of
D so is equal to the lattice 3. The results in this section extend those reported in [5–7], and
make the present paper self-contained.
The classification of the dicings in E2, up to affine equivalence, is straightforward. Two
families of equi-spaced parallel lines dice the plane into parallelograms, all translationally
equivalent. There are only two ways to add a third family so that vertex regularity is maintained,
and these correspond to the two ways the parallelogram can be partitioned into two triangles
(see Figure 1). But each of these triangular tilings are affinely equivalent. No additional
family of lines can be added without destroying vertex regularity, and as a consequence there
are exactly two dicings of the plane. These correspond to the parallelogram and hexagonal
tilings of the plane described in Section 2 (see also Theorem 1.2).
Suppose that d1; d2; : : : ;dr are normal vectors for each of the r families of D. The lengths
can be adjusted so that the hyperplanes in a family are given by the convenient formulas
di  .x− / D z; z 2 Z;
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where  is some fixed point of the lattice 3.D/, and Z is the integers (if D has a vertex
at the origin  can be taken to be 0). The dicing can then be represented by the centrally
symmetric set D D fd1;−d1; d2;−d2; : : : ;dr ;−dr g of 2r normal vectors where both di and
−di represent the i th hyperplane family. If a second dicing D0 is a translate of the original
D, the representations D; D0 coincide. If D0 is affinely equivalent to D, the corresponding
representations D, D0 are linearly equivalent.
An edge of the 1-skeleton of a dicing is either parallel to a particular hyperplane family and
contained in one of the hyperplanes of the family, or is oblique and runs between adjacent
hyperplanes in the family. These edges are all translates of edges attached to some fixed
point  2 3.D/ so can be represented by a centrally symmetric set of edge vectors E D
fe1;−e1; e2;−e2; : : : ; es;−esg; each translation class of edges in the 1-skeleton is represented
by two vectors in E . The edge vectors belong to, and in fact generate, the dicing lattice3.D/.
They are also characterized by the following two properties:
E1. Each pair of opposite edges e;−e 2 E belongs to a one-dimensional section d?1 \   \ d?d−1 where the normal vectors d1; : : : ;dd−1 2 D are independent, and each such
one-dimensional section contains a pair of opposite edges e;−e 2 E .
E2. If d 2 D, and e 2 E , then d  e 2 f0;1g.
We will say that the edge set E is dual to the normal set D. The two sets of vectors D, E , are
fixed on translation classes of dicings.
The following theorem shows that the requirement for an arrangement to satisfy condition D2
and be vertex regular is equivalent to requiring the existence of a set of edge vectors satisfying
conditions E1, E2.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that among the elements of D D fd1;−d1; : : : ;dr ;−dr g there are
d which are linearly independent. Then D represents a dicing if and only if there is a centrally
symmetric set of edges E D fe1;−e1; e2;−e2; : : : ; es;−esg that satisfy conditions E1, E2.
PROOF. If the hyperplane families determined by the equations di  x D z; z 2 Z;di 2 D,
i D 1; : : : ; r , dice Ed , there is clearly a set of edge vectors E satisfying E1, E2.
On the other hand, if the partition determined by the hyperplane families di  x D z; z 2 Z,
di 2 D; i D 1; : : : ; r , is non-degenerate, and there is a set of edge vectors E satisfying
conditions E1, E2, we can show that this partition is vertex regular so is a dicing. A vertex
v of the partition must satisfy independent equations of the form di  v D zi 2 Z; i D
1; : : : ; d; where d1; d2; : : : ;dd 2 D. By E1, E2 there are corresponding dual edge vectors
e1; : : : ; ed 2 E satisfying the relations di  e j D i j , and as a consequence v D Te1; : : : ; ed Uz,
where z D Tz1; : : : ; zd UT . If d 2 D is arbitrary, then d  v D dT Te1; : : : ; ed Uz 2 Z, which
shows that the partition is vertex regular. 2
If E D Te1;−e1; e2;−e2; : : : ; es;−esU is the matrix of edge vectors and D D Td1;−d1; : : : ,
dr ;−dr U the matrix of normal vectors, then the 2s2r matrix M D ET D is called the invariant
matrix for the dicing D.
THEOREM 3.2. Up to a permutation of rows and columns, the invariant matrix M is a
complete affine invariant for dicings. That is, two invariant matrices M;M0 are equal up to a
permutation of rows and columns if and only if the corresponding dicings D;D0 are affinely
equivalent.
PROOF. If D is affinely equivalent to D0 there is a linear transformation L , with dual trans-
formation L, so that the sets of vectors D; D0; E; E 0 are related by the formulas L.D/ D D0,
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L.E/ D E 0. The corresponding matrices D;D0;E;E0 are related by the formulas LD D D0,
.L−1/T E D E0 if the columns of both D0;E0 are appropriately ordered; L is the matrix for
L , and .L−1/T the matrix for the dual transformation. With this ordering of columns the two
invariant matrices are equal: M0 D .E0/T D0 D ..L−1/T E/T LD D ET D D M. For other
orderings of columns of D0, E0 the matrices M, M0 are equal up to a permutation of rows and
columns of M0.
Now assume that the rows and columns of M0 have been permuted so that M D M0. If
d is the rank of M we can further permute rows and columns so that the upper, left d  d
submatrix of M has a non-zero determinant; d is the dimension of the two dicings D, D0. If
the columns of D;D0;E;E0 are ordered to respect this final ordering of rows and columns of
M, M0, then the lead d  d submatrix of each of these matrices is invertible. In particular, the
square matrices Q;Q0 formed from the first d columns of E;E0, respectively, are invertible.
Since M D M0, it follows that QT D D .Q0/T D0, hence that D D .Q−1/T .Q0/T D0. Therefore
the set D is linearly equivalent to D0, and the dicing D is affinely equivalent to D0. 2
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 the following construction was used, and will be used at several
points below. If d1; : : : ;dd 2 D are independent, but otherwise arbitrary, by E1, E2 there are
corresponding dual edge vectors e1; : : : ; ed 2 E so that the relations di  e j D i j are satisfied.
What was not mentioned, but is true, is that the elements e1; : : : ; ed form a fundamental basis
for the lattice 3.D/. By vertex regularity, the subdicing determined by the normal vectors
d1; d2; : : : ;dd has the same vertex set 3.D/, and the edges e1; : : : ; ed are edge vectors for
the parallelepipeds, which are the cells of this subdicing.
Equivalent, and totally unimodular representations. If D;D0 are affinely equivalent, there
is an invertible affine transformation A so that A.D/ D D0. There is an associated linear
transformation L with matrix L determined by the equation A.x/ D  C Lx; where  2 Ed ;
the dual linear transformation L has matrix .L−1/T . The representations D; D0 are linearly
equivalent as are the two edge sets E; E 0; the precise relationships are given by the formulas
L.D/ D D0; L.E/ D E 0. The two equivalent representations D; D0 are equally valid
representations for the original dicing D. If the matrix D0 D Td01;−d01; : : : ;−d0r U is an integer,
totally unimodular matrix, we will say that D0 is a totally unimodular representation for the
dicing D (an integer matrix is totally unimodular if the minors of any order have value 0 1).
Suppose that d1; : : : ;dd 2 D and e1; : : : ; ed 2 E are dual bases forEd so that Td1; : : : ;dd UT
Te1; : : : ; ed U D l. Let Q D Te1; : : : ; ed U, and let P D Td1; d2; : : : ;dd U. Then the edge
vectors for the linearly equivalent representation D0 D QT D are the dual images of the
edge set E given by E 0 D PT E . Moreover, the representation D0 is totally unimodu-
lar. By E2, the elements of both D0 and E 0 are .0;1/-vectors, so are integer. Further-
more, if e01 ; : : : ; e
0
d 2 E 0 is a dual basis for the independent vectors d01 ; : : : ;d0d 2 D0, then
detTe01 ; : : : ; e0d UT Td01 ; : : : ;d0d U D det l D 1. Since both Te01 ; : : : ; e0d U and Td01 ; : : : ;d0d U are integer
it follows that detTd01 ; : : : ;d0d U D 1, so D0 D Td01;−d01; : : : ;−d0r U is integer and unimodu-
lar. Since the standard basis elements T1; 0; : : : ; 0UT ; T0; 1; : : : ; 0UT ; T0; 0; : : : ; 1UT belong
to D0, the matrix D0, hence the representation D0 is totally unimodular. Since this stan-
dard basis also belongs to E 0, the affinely equivalent dicing determined by the hyperplanes
d  x D z; d 2 D0; z 2 Zd , has lattice 3.D0/ D Zd .
THEOREM 3.3. Every dicing D has a totally unimodular representation D0.
It is worth emphasizing that the construction used in the proof leads to a representation
where the elements of D0, E 0 are .0;1/-vectors, and where the standard basis T1; 0; : : : ; 0UT ,
T0; 1; : : : ; 0UT , : : : , T0; 0; : : : ; 1UT is contained in both D0 and E 0.
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Reducible, and irreducible dicings. If X  Ed is a finite set of vectors that can be partitioned
into two non-empty subsets X1; X2 so that span.X1/ \ span.X2/ D 0, we will say that
X is reducible and write X as the direct sum X D X1  X2. If X is not reducible it is
irreducible. If a component is reducible it can be further reduced so that a final decomposition
X D X1  X2      Xb is achieved where each component is irreducible. The irreducible
components of X are uniquely determined, and their number, and dimensions, are affine
invariants. If xk 2 span.Xk/, and x1 C x2 C    C xb D 0, then necessarily x1 D x2 D    D
xb D 0.
These notions can be applied to the normal set D, and edge set E , for a dicing D. If the
decompositions into irreducibles for these two sets are given by D D D1  D2      Db,
and E D E1  E2      Es , it follows from E1, E2, that s D b, and that when e 2 Ei ,
d 2 D j (and the components of E are appropriately ordered),
e  d D 0 if i 6D j; and e  d 2 f0;1g if i D j:
It also follows that dim.D1/C dim.D2/C    C dim.Db/ D d, and that dim.Ek/ D dim.Dk/.
If D is reducible we will also say that the dicing D is reducible. If D D D1  D2      Db
we will also write D D D1 D2     Db.
An irreducible component Dk  D corresponds to a dicing on a lower-dimensional space.
For if  2 3.D/, and A D  C span.Ek/, then A \D DA \Dk is a dicing of A where the
edge set is given by Ek , and the dicing hyperplanes are given by the following equations
d  .a− / D z 2 Z; a 2 A; d 2 Dk :
A convenient representation can be constructed as follows. Let d1; d2; : : : ;ddk be a basis for
Dk , and let e1; e2; : : : ; edk 2 Ek be the corresponding dual basis for Ek so that di  e j D i j . If
Q D Te1; e2; : : : ; edk U, and if P D Td1; d2; : : : ;ddk U, then Dk D QT Dk is a totally unimodular
representation with edge set Ek D PT Ek . The elements of both Dk and Ek are dk-vectors
with entries belonging to f0;1g, and the standard basis T1; 0; : : : ; 0UT ; T0; 1; : : : ; 0UT ; : : : ,
T0; 0; : : : ; 1UT belongs to both Dk and Ek .
There is a convenient way to determine the number of irreducible components of a dicing,
and their dimensions, using a totally unimodular representation D0 and its graph G.D0/ which
is defined as follows. Without loss of generality we will assume that the d unit vectors
u1 D T1; 0; : : : ; 0UT , u2 D T0; 1; : : : ; 0UT ; : : : ;ud D T0; 0; : : : ; 1UT 2 D0, and that these
correspond to the d vertices of G.D0/ which are numbered accordingly. An edge is added
between vertex i and j if there is a normal vector d 2 D0 with support at both i and j .
Suppose that G.D0/ has b connected components G1;G2; : : : ;Gb, and that Vk is the subset
of vertices that support the component Gk . Define Dk to be the subset of elements of D0 that
are supported on Vk .
THEOREM 3.4. The mapping Gk ) Dk establishes a one-to-one correspondence between
the connected components of G.D0/ and the irreducible components of D0. Moreover,
dim.Dk/ D jVk j.
PROOF. We first note that the unit vectors u1, u2, : : : , ud are distributed among the com-
ponents so that ui D Ti1; i2; : : : ; id U 2 Dk if and only if i 2 Vk . It immediately follows
that spanfDkg D spanfui ji 2 Vkg, and that dim.Dk/ D jVk j. Hence, if vk 2 span.Dk/,
and v1 C v2 C    C vb D 0, then necessarily v1 D v2 D    D vb D 0. Therefore
D D D1  D2      Db.
We now show that each of the components Dk is irreducible, arguing by contradiction.
Assume that Dk D Dk1  Dk2. The jVk j standard unit vectors of Dk are distributed between
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these two components, so define Vk1 to be the support of the units of Dk1, and Vk2 to be
the support of the units of Dk2. Since dim.Dk/ D dim.Dk1/ C dim.Dk2/, it follows that
dim.Dk1/ D jVk1j, and that dim.Dk2/ D jVk2j. Hence span.Dk1/ D spanfui ji 2 Vk1g and
span.Dk2/ D spanfui ji 2 Vk2g. Therefore G.Dk1/, G.Dk2/ are disconnected components of
G.Dk/ contradicting the assumption that G.Dk/ is a connected component of G.D0/. 2
In the case where G.D0/ is connected the original dicing D is irreducible. In the case where
G.D0/ is totally disconnected, so has only d vertices, the dicing D has d families and the cells
are equivalent parallelepipeds.
4. DELAUNAY AND VORONOI TILINGS FOR DICINGS
The Delaunay and Voronoi tilings considered in this section, and referred to in the title,
are affine variants of the usual ones. They are formed when the standard euclidean metric is
replaced by a metric determined by a positive quadratic form, or metrical form. The empty
spheres of Delaunay’s method are then replaced by empty ellipsoids. This section has some
overlap with the work reported on in [5–7].
Suppose that 3 is a lattice, and that ’ is a metrical form. If c 2 Ed and if R is a positive
constant, then the equation
’.x− c/ D R2
determines a .d−1/-ellipsoid E centered at c. This ellipsoid is empty if it contains no elements
of 3 in its interior. If in addition E circumscribes a lattice polytope P with vertex set E \3,
and with full dimension, then P is a Delaunay polytope for 3 with metrical form ’. Keeping
the form ’ fixed, the collection of all such Delaunay polytopes gives a facet-to-facet tiling of
Ed , and is uniquely determined by ’. This is the Delaunay tilingD’ for 3 with metrical form
’, and is an affine variant of the usual one where the euclidean metrical form jxj2 is used.
The second important tiling determined by the metrical form ’ is the Voronoi tiling V’ . The
Voronoi polytope at  2 3 is given by
V’./ D fx 2 Ed j ’.x− /  ’.x− 0/;0 2 3;0 6D g
and is that portion of Ed which is at least as close to  as to any other point of 3; V’./
is also equal to the convex hull of the centers of the empty ellipsoids determined by ’ that
circumscribe each of the Delaunay polytopes in the star at  (that is, the Delaunay polytopes
with a vertex at ). The Voronoi tiling V’ is generated by taking all lattice translates of V’./,
and again, is an affine variant of the usual one. The Voronoi tiling V’ is dual to the Delaunay
tiling D’ .
Suppose that D is a Delaunay tiling for the lattice 3. Then the open polyhedral cone of
positive quadratic forms
8.D/ D f’ positive j D’ D Dg
is called the domain of the tiling D. If the tiling D is simplicial the dimension of 8.D/ is
equal to
(dC1
2

, that of the linear space of quadratic forms. For all other Delaunay tilings the
dimension is less.
Just as two distinct metrical forms ’; ’0 can produce identical Delaunay tilings for the same
lattice, they can also produce identical Voronoi tilings. However, the condition that V’ D V’0
is more exacting as the following lemma shows.
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LEMMA 4.1. Consider a lattice3, and two distinct metrical forms ’; ’0. If the two Voronoi
tilings V’;V’0 coincide, then so do the corresponding Delaunay tilings D’;D’0 .
By this lemma, the domain of a Delaunay tiling 8.D/ can be further refined into subdomains
that correspond to the possible Voronoi tilings V’ for forms ’ 2 8.D/. The proof follows
directly from the description of the vertices of a Voronoi polytope as centers of empty ellipsoids.
Dicings as Delaunay Tilings. Now consider a dicing D along with its representation by
normal vectors D. If one normal vector is selected from each colinear pair d,−d 2 D, an
oriented representation DC is formed. We now show that if
’.x/ D
X
d2DC
!d.d  x/2;
where !d > 0, then D’ D D. (That is, the cell decomposition determined by the dicing D is
equal to the Delaunay tilingD’ ; strictly speaking, a dicing is an arrangement of hyperplanes.)
Suppose that C is an arbitrary d-cell of the dicing D. Choose  2 3 to be a vertex of C ,
and choose an orientation for the representation DC so that C lies in each of the half spaces
d  .x−/  0. Then for each normal vector d 2 DC, C lies between the adjacent hyperplanes
d  .x−/ D 0 and d  .x−/ D 1, so that the function pd.x/ D Td  .x−/U Td  .x−/−1U
is non-positive on C and non-negative on 3.D/. The same then holds for the function
f .x/ D
X
d2DC
!d pd.x/
since!d > 0. As a consequence, the surface f .x/ D 0 is an empty ellipsoid E f circumscribing
the d-cell C so that the vertices of C are given by E f \3.D/. By completing the square, the
equation for E f can be rewritten as
’.x− c/ D R2;
where c is the center, thus showing that C is a Delaunay polytope for the lattice 3.D/ with
metrical form ’. Since C was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that D is the Delaunay tilingD’ for
3.D/ with metrical form ’. That is, for an arbitrary dicing D with oriented representation
DC, and form ’.x/ DPd2DC !d.d  x/2; where !d > 0, the dicing is equal to the Delaunay
tiling D’ for 3.D/.
From the above discussion, any dicing D is a Delaunay tiling, and the domain of the dicing
8.D/will include all of the forms ’.x/ DPd2DC !d.d x/2;where !d > 0. More precisely:
THEOREM 4.2. Any dicing D is a Delaunay tiling with respect to some positive quadratic
form ’. The domain of the dicing 8.D/ is the cone of all positive forms
’.x/ D
X
d2DC
!d.d  x/2;
where !d > 0, and is a simplicial open cone.
This is Theorem 4.1 of [6], and one of the main results of that paper; the difficult point in
the proof is to show that any form ’ such that D’ D D can be written as a positive linear
combination of the rank one forms .d  x/2. Note that ’.x/, hence the domain 8.D/ does not
depend on the orientation of the representation.
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Voronoi polytopes for dicings. Consider a dicing D and a positive form ’.x/ DPd2DC !d
.d  x/2 2 8.D/. As before, let C be a d-cell of D in the star of  2 3.D/, and assume that
the representation DC is oriented so that C lies in each of the half spaces d  .x − /  0,
d 2 DC. Then each of the functions pd.x/ D Td  .x− /U  Td  .x− /− 1U; d 2 DC, hence
the function
f .x/ D
X
d2DC
!d pd.x/
is non-positive on C and non-negative on 3.D/. The circumscribing empty ellipsoid E f has
the equation f .x/ D 0, and its center is given by
c−  D 1
2
X
d2DC
zd; zd D
 X
d2DC
!dddT
−1
!dd:
This center is a vertex of the Voronoi polytope V’./ at , and has the form of a vertex of a
zonotope. In fact:
THEOREM 4.3. The Voronoi polytope V’./ is a zonotope with zone vectors zd D .Pd2DC
!dddT /−1!dd, d 2 DC.
PROOF. If jDCj D r , consider the 2r functions
f .x/ D
X
d2DC
!dTd  .x− /U  Td  .x− /− dU;
where d 2 f1g; the label  belongs to the 2r element set fQd2DC d j d 2 f1gg. These
functions have minima at the points
c −  D
1
2
X
d2DC
dzd;
so the convex hull of these minima is a zonotope Z .
The vertices of the Voronoi polytope V’./ appear among these minima, so V’./  Z .
Suppose that C belongs to the star of d-cells at . Then for each d 2 DC choose the sign of
d to agree with the sign of the half space that contains C and is bounded by the hyperplane
d  .x − / D 0. Then the surface f .x/ D 0 is an empty ellipsoid circumscribing C, and its
center c is a vertex of V’./. If 2  f
Q
d2DC d j d 2 f1gg is the subset that correspond
to such d-cells in the star, then the vertices of V’./ are given by fc j  2 2g.
The functions f satisfy the following three conditions which determine a compact convex
set F’ of inhomogeneous quadratic functions: (1) f ./ D 0; (2) f .0/  0;0 2 3.D/;
(3) the quadratic part of f .x/ is equal to ’.x/. It is easy to see that f 2 F’ is extreme if and
only if the surface f .x/ D 0 is an empty ellipsoid circumscribing a d-cell in the star at . It
follows that F’ D convexf f j  2 2g, and hence that Z D convexfc j  2 2g D V’./.
2
For each dicing D there is a family of Voronoi tilingsV’ , parameterized by the positive forms
’ 2 8.D/, where the tiles are zonotopes. But this parameterization is not one-to-one, for if 
is a positive number, the change of metrical scale ’ ! ’ does not affect the Voronoi tiling
for 3.D/ and as a consequence V’ D V’ . But more detailed information can be obtained
about this parameterization. If the dicing D has b irreducible components, and an oriented
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representation DC D DC1  DC2      DCb , there is a corresponding summation formula for
any metrical form ’ 2 8.D/.
’.x/ D
bX
kD1
 X
d2DCk
!d.d  x/2

D
bX
kD1
’k.x/:
Then scale factors k can be applied separately to each component resulting in a second form
’ .x/ D
bX
kD1
k’k.x/ 2 8.D/;
where  D T1; 2; : : : ; bU is a positive vector. This form ’ also has the property that
V’ D V’ . If A D
P
d2DC !dddT is the coefficient matrix for the form ’ 2 8.D/, then A DP
d2DC dddT , where d D k!d if d 2 Dk , is the coefficient matrix for the scaled variant ’ .
The two matrices A;A have the property that they map span Ek onto span Dk; k D 1; : : : ; b,
so their inverses map span Dk onto span Ek . As a consequence, if e 2 Ek , then Ae D kAe,
and if d 2 Dk , then .A /−1d D .k/−1A−1d. By Theorem 4.3, if d 2 Dk , then
z

d D .A /−1dd D .k/−1A−1k!dd D zd:
Therefore, the two Voronoi polytopes V’; V’ are equal, so the two Voronoi tilings V’;V’
for the lattice 3.D/ are also equal. This discussion on the relationship between forms and
Voronoi tilings is completed with Corollary 5.5 in the next section.
5. VENKOV ARRANGEMENTS
In the previous section we showed how zonotopes naturally appear as Voronoi polytopes
in the discussion of dicings, and here we turn things around by showing that dicings can be
naturally associated with space-filling zonotopes. This requires the introduction of Venkov
arrangements defined below, and the technical Scaling Theorem 5.1. In Space tiling zono-
topes [12], McMullen considered Venkov arrangements and how they relate to space-filling
zonotopes (he did not use the term Venkov arrangement), and gave a brief sketch of a proof of
a scaling theorem that is similar to ours. Our treatment differs in that the details of the proof
of Theorem 5.1 are included, and a complete answer is given to the question of whether the
scale factors mentioned in the statement of the Theorem are unique.
Consider an arrangement A of distinct hyperplanes at the origin. We will refer to the
intersection of d − k independent hyperplanes as a natural k-section, and will refer to the
orthogonal projection onto such a section as a natural k-projection. Each natural k-projection
is parallel to d − k independent normal vectors.
DEFINITION. An arrangement A of hyperplanes at the origin is Venkov if each natural
2-section contains either 2 or 3 natural 1-sections. Equivalently, the images of the normal
vectors under each natural 2-projection fall into either two or three colinearity classes.
The normal vectors A D fa1; a2; : : : ; ar g for an arrangement can be decomposed into
irreducible components so that A D A1A2  Ab; we will write A D A1A2  Ab
for the corresponding arrangement.
For a zonotope Z there is a correspondence between the k-faces and the natural k-spaces
generated by k linearly independent zone vectors. Each k-face is parallel to such a natural
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k-space, and for each natural k-space there are parallel k-faces of Z . Hence, from the work
of Venkov and McMullen, it follows that Z admits a facet-to-facet tiling of Ed if and only if
the two-dimensional images of the zone vectors under each natural 2-projection fall into either
two or three colinearity classes. In other words, a zonotope Z admits a facet-to-facet tiling of
Ed by translates if and only if the zone vectors are normal to a Venkov arrangement.
THEOREM 5.1. Consider an arrangement A of hyperplanes at the origin with normal vec-
tors ai ; 1  i  r . Then A is Venkov if and only if there are positive scale factors i so that
with di D i ai the hyperplane families di  x D zi 2 Z dice Ed . If A is Venkov, these scale
factors are uniquely determined by the arrangement up to a common scale factor for each of
the irreducible components Ak  A.
This theorem demonstrates that the problem of classifying the possible dicings of Ed is equiv-
alent to the problem of classifying the possible Venkov arrangements in Ed .
The proof requires two lemmas, the first of which considers the question of whether any
edges of the 1-skeleton of a dicing D with a vertex at the origin are cut by an additional
hyperplane n  x D 0 at the origin.
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that D is a dicing with a vertex at the origin. Then consider a second
arrangement formed by appending the hyperplane n  x D 0 at the origin. Then the vertex
sets of both arrangements coincide if and only if there is a non-zero parameter  so that
n  e 2 f0;g for all edges e 2 E of the dicing.
PROOF. First assume that there is a parameter  as described in the statement of the lemma.
Then, if an edge were cut there would be a point on the hyperplane of the form x D .1−/v1C
v2 D v1C.v2−v1/, where 0 <  < 1, and v1; v2 are vertices connected by the edge. Then
n  .v2− v1/ 2 fg by our assumption. Since any vertex can be written asPe2E zee; ze 2 Z,
it follows that n  v 2 Z, and hence that n  x 6D 0, a contradiction. Therefore none of the
edges of the 1-skeleton can be cut under our current hypothesis.
On the other hand, if the hyperplane n  x D 0 does not cut any edge of the 1-skeleton, the
same can be said for any translate by a vector in the dicing lattice. Let  be a parameter so
that the two hyperplanes immediately adjacent to the original are given by n  x D . Since
the edges e 2 E cannot penetrate either of these hyperplanes, and since no lattice points can
lie between adjacent hyperplanes, it follows that n  e 2 f0;g for each edge e 2 E . 2
The second lemma gives information on how Venkov arrangements relate to dicings.
LEMMA 5.3. Assume that D is a dicing with r hyperplane families, and with a vertex at
the origin. Assume also that there is an additional hyperplane n  x D 0 so that the r C 1
hyperplanes at the origin are Venkov. Then for each irreducible component Ek  E that is
oblique to this added hyperplane (there is an element e 2 Ek such that n  e 6D 0), there is a
positive number k so that n  e 2 f0;kg when e 2 Ek.
PROOF. Let Ek be an arbitrary oblique component as described in the lemma, and let Dk
be the corresponding irreducible component of D. Since Ek is assumed to be oblique to
the hyperplane n  x D 0, the number  D maxe2Ek n  e is positive. Choose e1 2 Ek
so that n  e1 D , and choose a basis d1; d2; : : : ;ddk  Dk so that e1  d1 D 1, and
e1 ? d2; : : : ;ddk . Then e1 is the lead element in the corresponding dual basis e1; : : : ; edk
for Ek . A unimodular representation for Dk is then given by D1 D QT Dk , where Q D
Te1; : : : ; edk U, with corresponding edge set given by E1 D PT Ek , where P D Td1; : : : ;ddk U.
In this representation the lead entry of n1 D QT n is equal to e1  n D .
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We will refer to the vertices of G.D1/ as red if they support n1, and as white otherwise.
The first vertex is red and is connected to the other red vertices by paths in G.D1/ since D1
is irreducible. Consider a second red vertex whose distance from the first is t , and such that
there is no other red vertex that is closer. In traversing a path of length t , from the first to the
second red vertex, exactly t C 1 vertices of G.D1/ are visited. If the entries of the elements
of D1 are reordered to reflect the order of visitation, a representation D2 is achieved where
there are dk C 1 elements d21; : : : ;d2tC1; d2tC2; : : : ;d2dkC1with a form that is indicated by the
following matrix equalities (the superscript 2 is a label for the representation).
Td21; : : : ;d2tC1; d2tC2; : : : ;d2dkC1; n2U D
"
D211 0 n21
D221 D
2
22 n
2
2
#
;
where
D211 D
26666664
1 1 0   0
0 1 1   0
0 0 1   0
0 0   1 0
0 0   1 1
37777775 is .t C 1/ .t C 2/; n
2
1 D
26666664

0
0

0
tC1
37777775 ;
and where D222 is a .dk− t−1/.dk− t−1/ identity matrix; the column n2 has been appended
to show the form the normal vector n takes in this representation. For yet a third representation
D3 D Td21; : : : ;d2t ; d2tC2; : : : ;d2dkC1U−1 D2, the matrix Td31; : : : ;d3tC1; d3tC2; : : : ;d3dkC1; n3U has
an identical shape to the above, but with the components D211, n
2
1replaced by the following.
D311 D
26666664
1 0 0  .−1/t−1 0
0 1 0  .−1/t−2 0
0 0 1  .−1/t−3 0
0 0   .−1/t−t 0
0 0   1 1
37777775 ; n
3
1 D
26666664

0
0

0
tC1
37777775 :
By comparing the columns d3tC1 and n3, and invoking the hypothesis that the original arrange-
ment of r C 1 hyperplanes at the origin is Venkov, it follows that tC1 D .−1/tC1 (consider
the natural projection orthogonal to d32; : : : ;d3t ; d3tC3; : : : ;d3dkC1).
Similar arguments can be used to establish that all non-zero entries of n1 have values equal
to eitherC or−. Since E1  3.D1/ D Zdk it follows that for e1 2 E1, n1  e1 2 Z, hence
for e 2 Ek , n  e 2 Z. But by choice of , jn  ej  , so n  e 2 f0;g. Then k D  is the
positive number for the oblique irreducible component Ek satisfying the conditions stated in
the lemma. 2
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. We first consider a dicing D with r hyperplane families and a
vertex at the origin, but is otherwise arbitrary, and show that the induced arrangement A of r
hyperplanes at the origin is Venkov. The intersection of any natural 2-section of A with the
dicing is a two-dimensional dicing (see Section 2, and the second paragraph of Section 3).
That is, the families of D which are skew to such a 2-section, intersect it in either two or
three families of equi-spaced parallel lines which dice the 2-section. As a consequence, every
natural 2-section of A contains either two or three natural 1-sections, so the arrangement A is
Venkov.
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We now consider an arbitrary Venkov arrangement A of r hyperplanes at the origin. Such
an arrangement necessarily contains a sub-arrangement A.d/  A with d independent hyper-
planes with normal vectors a1; a2; : : : ; ad . Note that each of the one-dimensional subsets fai g is
an irreducible component of the set of normals A.d/ so that A.d/ D fa1g  fa2g      fadg.
For an arbitrary choice of scale factors i ; 1  i  d, and with di D i ai , the families
di  x D zi 2 Z; 1  i  d dice Ed into parallelepipeds. That is, the arrangement A.d/ corre-
sponds to a d-parameter family of dicings F.d/ with each parameter corresponding to an irre-
ducible component of A.d/. Proceeding inductively, assume that A.m/ is a sub-arrangement
with m hyperplanes where A.d/  A.m/  A, and that A.m/ has b.m/ irreducible compo-
nents. Assume further that there is a corresponding family of dicings F.m/ determined by b.m/
parameters. The normals for a dicing D.m/ 2 F.m/ are related to the normals of A.m/ by
scale factors i , and these are uniquely determined up to a common scale factor for each of the
b.m/ irreducible components. Then a dicing D.m/ 2 F.m/, along with any other hyperplane
of A, say amC1  x D 0, satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3. So there are parameters k 6D 0
for each of the irreducible components Ek.m/  E.m/ oblique to the added hyperplane, so
that amC1  e 2 f0;kg when e 2 Ek.m/. If the oblique irreducible components are scaled
as Ek.m/=k , k Dk.m/, a new dicing D0.m/ is formed where amC1  e 2 f0;1g for
e 2 E 0.m/. By Lemma 5.2, both the dicing D0.m/, and the partition formed by appending the
hyperplane amC1  x D 0 have the same vertex set. The same then holds for all translates of
this hyperplane by vectors in the dicing lattice 3.D0.m//. As a consequence of how scaling
was handled, this is the family of hyperplanes amC1  x D z 2 Z. Therefore, the arrangement
formed by appending this family to D0.m/ is vertex regular, so dices Ed . Let D.m C 1/
denote this dicing with mC 1 hyperplane families, and let A.mC 1/ denote the corresponding
hyperplane arrangement.
In the construction of D.m C 1/, the irreducible components Ek.m/ that were oblique to
amC1 coalesced into a single irreducible component of E.m C 1/. The corresponding normal
vectors were rescaled, with the factors uniquely determined up to a common scale factor .
Therefore D.m C 1/ belongs to a family of dicings F.m C 1/ where normals are related to the
normals of A.m/ by scale factors i , and these are uniquely determined up to a common scale
factor for each of the b.m C 1/ irreducible components of A.m C 1/.
This completes the inductive step, and shows that the normal vectors for the hyperplanes in
the Venkov arrangement A can be scaled so that the corresponding families di x D zi 2 Z; 1 
i  r dice Ed . The argument also shows that the scale factors i are uniquely determined by
A up to a common scale factor for each of the irreducible components Ak  A. 2
THEOREM 5.4. If Z is a zonotope admitting a facet-to-facet tiling TZ by translates, then
there is a dicing D and a form ’ 2 8.D/ so that the Voronoi tiling V’ D TZ . Moreover, if
’0 is a second positive form so that V’0 D TZ , then ’0 D ’ where  D T1; 2; : : : ; bU is a
vector of scale factors for irreducible components.
PROOF. Assume that Z is a zonotope with the tiling property, and as a matter of convenience,
assume that Z is centered at the origin. Then the zone vectors zi ; i D 1; : : : ; r are normal to a
Venkov arrangement A, so by Theorem 5.1 there are positive scalars !i so that if zi D !i d1i ,
then D1C D f d11; d12; : : : ;d1r g is an oriented representation for a dicing D1. Now consider
the linearly equivalent dicing D D L.D1/, with oriented representation DC D L−1.D1C/,
where L is the linear transformation with matrix L DPriD1 !i d1i .d1i /T . By Theorem 4.3, the
Voronoi polytope for the lattice 3.D/ with metrical form ’.x/ D PriD1 !i .di  x/2 2 8.D/
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is a zonotope with zone vectors given by rX
iD1
!i di dTi
−1
!i di D L
 rX
iD1
!i d1i .d
1
i /
T
−1
L!i L−1d1i
D !i d1i D zi :
It follows that Z is the Voronoi polytope for the lattice3.D/with metrical form ’.x/ 2 8.D/,
and that the Voronoi tiling V’ D TZ .
If ’0 is a second positive form so that V’0 D TZ it follows from Lemma 4.1 that ’0 2 8.D/,
and from Theorem 4.2 that there are positive coefficients !0i so that ’0.x/ D
Pr
iD1 !0i .di  x/2.
Again using Theorem 4.3 it follows that
zi D
 rX
iD1
!0i di dTi
−1
!0i di D !0i d2i ;
so that !0i d2i D !i d1i . By the uniqueness part of Theorem 5.1, the coefficients !i (and
the coefficients !0i ) are uniquely determined by Z up to a common scale factor for each
of the irreducible components of the set fz1; z2; : : : ; zr g. That is, there are scale factors
1; 2; : : : ; b, one for each irreducible component, so that if zi ; z j belong to the same kth
irreducible component then !0i D k!i ; !0j D k! j . Therefore ’0 D ’ , where  DT1; 2; : : : ; bU. 2
This theorem along with Theorem 4.3 establishes a fundamental link between dicings and
zonotopes with the tiling property.
COROLLARY 5.5. Consider a dicing D with b irreducible components, and a form ’ 2
8.D/. Then a second metrical form ’0 has the property that V’ D V’0 if and only if there
are positive scale factors i for each irreducible component so that ’0 D ’ , where  D
T1; 2; : : : ; bU.
The proof follows directly from Theorems 4.3 and 5.4.
6. PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS
We now return to standard Delaunay tilings where the tiles can be circumscribed by empty
spheres, and the dual Voronoi tiling is constructed in the usual way with the euclidean metric.
Under what circumstances is a dicing D a standard Delaunay tiling? By Theorem 4.2 this can
happen if and only if the euclidean metrical form jxj2 belongs to the domain 8.D/. In this
case, there are positive numbers !d; d 2 DC (uniquely determined since 8.D/ is simplicial)
so that
P
d2DC !d.d  x/2 D jxj2. Under these circumstances, by Theorem 4.3, the standard
Voronoi polytope is a zonotope with zone vectors given by
zd D
 X
d2DC
!dddT
−1
!dd D !dd:
Hence, the zone vectors are parallel to the normal vectors for the dicing. The set of edges E
are the face vectors for the lattice, one piercing perpendicularly the center of each of the facets
of the Voronoi polytope.
When distance is measured by the standard euclidean metric, additional information can
also be obtained on irreducible components. If D D D1  D2      Db, and E D E1 
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E2      Eb, then by E1, E2 the matrix Pd2DC !dddT maps the irreducible set Ek into
span.Dk/. Since under the present circumstances this matrix is equal to the identity, and since
dim.Dk/ D dim.Ek/, it follows that span.Dk/ D span.Ek/; 1  k  b, and that Di?D j ,
when i 6D j . Therefore when a dicing D is a standard Delaunay tiling, the decomposition
D D D1D2  Db is an orthogonal direct sum, and the equalities span.Dk/ D span.Ek/
hold.
PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that Z is a zonotope admitting a facet-to-facet
tiling of Ed by translates. Then by Theorem 5.4 there is a dicing D and metrical form
’ 2 8.D/ so that Z is the Voronoi polytope for the lattice 3.D/, with metrical form ’.
If ’.x/ D Pd2DC !d.d  x/2, let B be a square matrix so that BT B D Pd2DC !dddT ,
and let L B be the linear transformation with matrix B. Consider the linearly equivalent
dicing DB D L B.D/, with oriented representation given by DBC D .BT /−1 DC. The linear
transformation L B maps the empty ellipsoids circumscribing the d-cells of D to empty spheres
circumscribing the d-cells of DB . This follows since the metric matrix for the transformed
tiling is given byX
dB2DBC
!dB dB.dB/T D
X
d2DC
!d.BT /−1d..BT /−1d/T D .BT /−1
X
d2DC
!dddT B−1
D .BT /−1BT BB−1 D l;
so the corresponding metrical form ’B D jxj2, and is the euclidean metrical form. Therefore,
Z B D L B.Z/ is the standard Voronoi polytope for the lattice3.DB/. This proves the Voronoi
conjecture for the case of zonotopes. 2
PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that the dicing D coincides with the standard
Delaunay tiling for the lattice 3.D/. Under these circumstances each of the d-cells of D can
be circumscribed by an empty sphere and it follows from Theorem 4.2 that jxj2 2 8.D/.
It then follows from Theorem 4.3 that the standard Voronoi polytope for 3.D/ is a zono-
tope.
Assume now that the standard Voronoi polytope for a lattice 3 is a zonotope Z . Without
loss of generality we can further assume that the origin is an element of 3, and that the zono-
tope Z is the Voronoi polytope at the origin. By Theorem 5.4 there is a dicing D and a form
’ 2 8.D/, so that the Voronoi polytope at the origin V’.0/ D Z . By Lemma 4.1, the standard
Delaunay tiling D coincides with the Delaunay tiling D’ , which in turn coincides with the
dicing D. 2
7. EXAMPLES AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude with several examples that show how dicings and space-filling zonotopes relate
to a variety of mathematical topics.
Voronoi’s theory of lattice types. In the second part of his Deuxie`me Me´moire [24] Voronoi
introduced his theory of lattice types which was his most striking contribution to the geometry
of numbers. This provided a link between the geometry of Delaunay and Voronoi tilings on
the one hand, and the arithmetic theory of positive quadratic forms on the other. He considered
the fixed lattice Zd . Each positive quadratic form ’ determines a Delaunay tiling D’ for Zd ,
and each Delaunay tilingD determines an L-type domain of positive quadratic forms given by
8.D/ D f’ positive j D’ D Dg:
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In this way, the cone of positive quadratic forms is partitioned into L-type domains which are
polyhedral and have the following properties.
(1) L-type domains are arithmetically equivalent if and only if the corresponding Delaunay
tilings are affinely equivalent.
(2) The L-type domains which have full dimension in the linear space of quadratic forms
have simplicial Delaunay tilings. These are called general L-type domains, and form a
facet-to-facet tiling of the cone of positive quadratic forms.
(3) All other L-type domains are special and appear as faces of varying dimension of the
general L-type domains.
(4) For each dimension d there are a finite number of arithmetically inequivalent L-type
domains.
The dicing domains considered in Section 4 provide an example, but in these cases the under-
lying lattices are 3.D/, and are not, in general, equal to Zd . These domains are related to the
L-type domains considered here by a change of variables.
The edge forms that appear on the extreme rays of an L-type domain may vary in rank, from
rank 1 up to full rank d. The relationship of dicing domains to more general L-type domains
is completely characterized by the following theorem.
THEOREM 7.1. An L-type domain is a dicing domain if and only if all the edge forms are
rank one forms.
There are examples of L-type domains where none of the edge forms are rank 1 forms, and
examples where the edge forms are a mixture of rank one forms and higher rank forms. For
more details and a proof see [6].
Maximal dicings. A complete classification of dicings is achieved for a given dimension d if
all the maximal dicings are enumerated up to affine equivalence; all other dicings are simply
obtained by deleting hyperplane families from a maximal one. A maximal dicing is one
where a hyperplane family cannot be added without violating the regularity condition D2 (see
Section 3).
The dicing D1.d/, where all the cells are simplicial, serves as an example of a maximal
dicing. It appears in every dimension d, and can be constructed as follows.
Let C be the d-dimensional cube with vertex set equal to all .0; 1/-vectors in Ed , and let
fu1; u2; : : : ;udg be the standard basis for Ed . Then f0; u1; u1 C u2; u1 C u2 C u3; : : : ;u1 C
u2 C    C udg is the vertex set for a simplex S  C with vertices belonging to the vertex set
of C . A permutation of the elements of the basis results in a second simplex S0 with the same
property, and all possible permutations generate a set S of dW simplexes. Accordingly, each
of the simplexes of S can be labeled by a permutation vector p D Tp1; p2; : : : ; pd U where the
entries are a permutation of those for p0 D T1; 2; : : : ; dU. For example, the original simplex S
can be labeled as Sp0 . The interior of Sp0 is the set of points v D Tv1; v2; : : : ; vd U where
1 > v1 > v2 >    > vd > 0, and the interior of a general simplex Sp 2 S is given by
int.Sp/ D fTv1; v2; : : : ; vd U 2 Ed j1 > vp1 > vp2 >    > vpd > 0g:
Therefore the dW simplexes of S tile the cube C . Translating the cube by all non-zero elements
z 2 Zd generates a simplicial tilingT ofEd where the simplexes belong to dWdistinct translation
classes.
All the simplexes in S share the edge T1; 1; : : : ; 1U, the main diagonal of the cube C through
the origin. Let di j ; i < j; be the vector with all entries zero except the i th which is equal to 1,
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and the j th which is equal to −1. Then the hyperplane with equation di j  x D 0 contains this
main diagonal and does not cut through any of the edges of the cube C . This hyperplane Hi j
also has the following properties.
(1) The simplex Sp lies in the positive half space di j  x  0 if in the permutation vector i
appears before j , but otherwise lies in the negative half space.
(2) Hi j is a supporting hyperplane for a simplex Sp 2 S if and only if the two integers i; j
appear consecutively in the permutation vector p.
(3) If j immediately follows i in p, and p0 is identical except that i; j are transposed, then
Sp; Sp0 have a common facet on Hi j .
By these properties the
(d
2

hyperplanes Hi j , where 1  i < j  d, cut the cube C into
the collection of simplexes S. The hyperplane families with equations uk  x D z 2 Z,
k D 1; 2; : : : ; d, dice Ed into cubes, each a translate of C . Therefore, by adding the families
di j x D z 2 Z, 1  i < j  d, the entire euclidean spaceEd is cut into simplexes. Since each
simplex is a translate of a simplex in S, this arrangement of hyperplanes reproduces the tiling
T . Since through each vertex there is one hyperplane from each family, this arrangement is
vertex regular and is a dicing which we denote by D1.d/. That is, the tiling T = D1.d/, and
3.D1.d// D Zd .
The dicing D1.d/ is affinely equivalent to the Delaunay tiling for the weight lattice Ad , and
the first member of this infinite sequence of simplicial dicings is pictured in Figure 1. An
oriented representation is given by fu1; u2; : : : ;ud ; d12; d13; : : : ;dd−1;dg and includes
(dC1
2

elements. By Property 2 above for L-type domains, the corresponding domain 8.D1.d// is a
general L-type domain and has full dimension
(dC1
2

; this dimension can also be deduced from
Theorem 4.2 since jDCj D (dC12 . The domain 8.D1.d// is referred to as the first perfect
domain by geometers.
Maximal dicings were studied in [6] where a complete list was established for the dimensions
d  5. For d D 2; 3 there is a single maximal dicing, for d D 4 there are two, and for
d D 5 there are four maximal dicings. Besides the simplicial dicing D1.d/ in each of these
dimensions, for d D 4 there is the maximal dicing D2.4/ with nine hyperplane families,
and for d D 5 there are three additional maximal dicings D2.5/;D3.5/;D4.5/ with 12,
12, and 10 hyperplane families, respectively. For the cases d D 4; 5 normal vectors for
oriented representations are obtained by taking the columns of the following matrices, and
augmenting each of these sets with the standard unit vectors T1; 0; : : : ; 0UT , T0; 1; : : : ; 0UT ,
: : : , T0; 0; : : : ; 1UT .
D1.4/ D
2664
1 1 1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1 1 0
0 −1 0 −1 0 1
0 0 −1 0 −1 −1
3775 I D2.4/ D
2664
1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1
3775
D1.5/ D
266664
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 −1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 1
0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 −1
377775
D2.5/ D
266664
1 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
377775 I D3.5/ D
266664
1 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
377775
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D4.5/ D
266664
1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
377775
Space-filling zonotopes. By virtue of Theorems 4.3 and 5.4, the zonotopes in Ed with the
tiling property are easily described once a complete list of the maximal dicings is obtained
for that dimension. If DC D fd1; d2; : : : ;dr g is an oriented representation for a maximal
dicing, then f1d1; 2d2; : : : ; ddr g are zone vectors for a zonotope with the tiling property;
the scale factors i ; i D 1; : : : ; r; are positive but otherwise arbitrary. And conversely, if Z
is a zonotope in Ed with the tiling property, with a maximal number of zone vectors, then the
zone vectors of Z have the form f1d1; 2d2; : : : ; ddr g, where DC D fd1; d2; : : : ;dr g is an
oriented representation of a maximal dicing.
The other non-maximal space-filling zonotopes are obtained by deleting zone vectors from
the maximal ones, just as with dicings. More specifically, the six oriented representations
D1C.4/, D2C.4/, D1C.5/, D2C.5/, D3C.5/, D4C.5/, described above, determine up to affine
equivalence all the zonotopes in E4, E5 with the tiling property.
A dual operation on sets of integer vectors. If X  Zd is a finite set of integer vectors, define
the dual X by the formula
X D fy 2 Zd jy 6D 0; y  x 2 f0;1g for all x 2 Xg:
Then X  .X/, and X is centrally symmetric.
In order to add some force to this duality relationship consider the simplicial dicing D1.d/
with totally unimodular representation D1 D D1C [−D1C described above. The edge set E1
is the set of all non-zero .0; 1/-vectors inEd , and their negatives; the non-negative edge vectors
point from the origin to all other vertices of the cube C . It is easy to verify that E1 D .D1/,
and that D1 D .E1/. However, for more general dicings these equalities must be replaced
by the weaker statements that E  D, and that D  E. If D  Zd is a representation for a
dicing, then D is the set of lattice vectors z 2 Zd that fit entirely within a cell of the dicing.
The edges E of a dicing satisfy this criterion and belong to D. The other elements of D are
the diagonals; they also run from one vertex to another in a cell, but are interior to faces with
dimension greater than or equal to two.
There are 2d cosets of 2Zd in Zd , including 2Zd itself, which has representative 0; these
are the parity classes of the lattice Zd . The 2.2d − 1/ elements of the edge set E1 for D1.d/
can be grouped into parity classes, each parity class inequivalent to 0 containing exactly two
edges, a colinear pair e;−e. For more general edge sets E  Zd some of these 2d − 1 parity
classes may be missing. However, since E is centrally symmetric, those parity classes that
appear contain an even number of elements.
For general dicings the following statements hold:
(1) Suppose that D  Zd is a representation for a dicing D. Then D is maximal if and only
if D D E.
(2) Suppose that X  Zd is centrally symmetric and non-degenerate (span.X/ D Rd ).
Then X is a representation of a dicing if and only if X has elements in each of the
2d − 1 parity classes inequivalent to 0.
(3) Suppose that D  Zd is a representation for a dicing. Then e 2 D is an edge (and a
member of E) if and only if its parity class in D includes only the two elements e;−e.
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TABLE 1.
Dicing c2 c4 c6 jDj jDj jE j
D1.4/ 15 0 0 10 30 30
D2.4/ 15 0 0 9 30 30
D1.5/ 31 0 0 15 62 62
D2.5/ 29 2 0 12 66 58
D3.5/ 28 3 0 12 68 56
D4.5/ 30 0 1 10 66 60
The proofs of these three statements use ideas considerably different than those developed in
this article so will be published separately.
If D  Zd is a representation of a dicing, then the elements of D can be grouped into the
2d − 1 parity classes that are inequivalent to 0, each class containing a non-zero, even number
of elements. Let c2k.D/ be the number of parity classes that contain exactly 2k elements. Then
c2.D/ is the number of classes that contain a pair of edges e;−e 2 E , and for k > 1; c2k.D/
is the number of classes containing 2k diagonals. The numbers c2k are affine invariants of
the dicing, and satisfy the equality c2 C c4 C c6 C    D 2d − 1. These numbers are easily
calculated for the maximal dicings in E4 and E5 using the above representations, and are
displayed in Table 1 (columns have been added for the affine invariants jDj; jDj; jE j).
Connections with the theory of totally unimodular matrices. Every dicing D is affinely equiv-
alent to a dicing D0 with a totally unimodular representation D0, and conversely, the set of
columns for every d  r totally unimodular matrix U D Tu1; u2; : : : ;ur U, with full rank and
with no two columns colinear, is an oriented representation for a dicing (see Sections 3 and
4). This relationship provides new insights into both geometry of numbers, and the theory
of totally unimodular matrices. The following new characterization of integer unimodular
matrices provides an example (a d  r matrix, where r > d, is unimodular if it has full rank,
and every d  d submatrix has determinant 0, or 1).
THEOREM 7.2. Let M D Tm1;m2; : : : ;mr U be an integer dr matrix with full rank. Then
M is unimodular if and only if the dual set of vectors
M D fz 2 Zd jz mi 2 f0;1g; i D 1; : : : ; rg
includes elements in each of the 2d − 1 parity classes that are inequivalent to 0.
The proof follows directly from Statement 2 above in the discussion of a dual operation on
sets of integer vectors.
As a second example, in [4] and [7] an elegant one line proof is provided for the classic bound
r  2(dC12  on the number of distinct columns of a totally unimodular matrix with d rows.
In the literature on totally unimodular matrices this bound is frequently traced to a 1957 paper
by Heller [9], but in fact this bound first appeared in 1877 in the work of Korkine and Zolotarev
[10], important precursors for Voronoi.
Equivalent classification problems. The classification of the following are equivalent:
(1) The L-type domains in Voronoi’s theory of lattice types with rank one edge forms, and
of maximal dimension.
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(2) The affine classes of maximal dicings in Ed .
(3) The affine classes of maximal Venkov arrangements in Ed .
(4) The zonotopes which admit facet-to-facet tilings of Ed , and have a maximal number of
zone vectors.
(5) The arithmetic classes of totally unimodular matrices with d rows and a maximal num-
ber of columns (two d  r totally unimodular matrices U, U0 are considered to be
arithmetically equivalent if there is a matrix Q 2 GL.d;Z/ such that U0 D QU).
The non-maximal objects are obtained by deletion.
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